ACQUISITIONS
Our Five-1-Five Approach is proven to assure clients
avoid significant pitfalls within any one of the five
critical areas that could potentially cost them more
than five times their investment in our services.

Advise, negotiate
and oversee
refurbishments and
modernization work;
assist in annual
registrations; and
provide appraisals
for tax modeling

POST
CLOSING

Conduct
comprehensive mission,
budget, aircraft and
operational analyses to
determine the right
aircraft for the client

MISSION
A N A LY S I S

D ATA
A N A LY T I C S

CLOSING

Facilitate the closing
process, ensuring all
documents, funds,
warranties, and
subscriptions fully
transfer with ownership;
and personally administer
delivery to client

Utilize proprietary
modeling to
provide a detailed
analysis of
market data in
order to
determine best
values and
sources for “off
market”
opportunities

DUE
DILIGENCE
Develop specific inspection criteria
and manage aircraft audit; negotiate
and draft purchase documents; and
direct all other activities associated
with the acquisition

+1 770 462 7333
ogarajets@ogarajets.com

SALES
Our Five-1-Five Approach is proven to assure clients
avoid significant pitfalls within any one of the five
critical areas that could potentially cost them more
than five times their investment in our services.
Facilitate the closing
process, ensuring all
documents, funds,
warranties,
subscriptions, fully
transfer with ownership;
and personally
administer delivery from
client to buyer

CLOSING

Conduct comprehensive
aircraft audit and provide
guidance on enhancements
to improve marketability

AIRCRAFT
AUDIT

PRE-SALE
DUE
DILIGENCE

Personally facilitate all
showings and demos;
negotiate and draft
documents related to
the sale; and negotiate
and manage the
pre-sale inspection

D ATA
A N A LY T I C S

Provide detailed
analysis of current
marketplace in
order to determine
valuation models,
pricing strategies
and marketing
initiatives for
client aircraft

TA I LO R E D
MARKETING
Create custom, digital marketing
campaigns, leveraging OGARAJETS’
vast network to generate qualified
leads for the sales team and build
comprehensive reports for the client

+1 770 462 7333
ogarajets@ogarajets.com

